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Literary Journalism & Narrative Non-Fiction

Iñaki Sanjuán
Iñaki Sanjuán has a degree in Law, a Master’s in Security, and an unflinching
vocation to serve his country and its citizens. He is currently Chief Inspector
in the Information Services of the Spanish National Police, with special
responsibility for the operational section on international terrorism.
The majority of his career has focused on the fight against Jihadi terrorism
and violent radicalism. He played an active role in covert operations such
as the one on which this book is based.

«Iñaki Sanjuán gives us an inside view of how undercover agents are selected
and trained, undergoing tests that most people would find unbearable
but which are essential for those chosen for such delicate and demanding missions.
A book that buzzes with energy and exudes authenticity on every page.»
Colonel Pedro Baños
author of The Power (see on page 29)
and expert in Jihadi terrorism
• The story is based on facts lived by the author, slightly fictitious for narrative purposes
• A text that describes actions that have never been recounted before

Operation Protection
Spain / 2022 / 416 pages / Narrative non-fiction, Undercover investigation, Current affairs
Territory: world / Primary publisher: Rosamerón (Spain)

Cinema and literature have often told the stories of undercover
agents who have operated in the shifting sands of illegality.
What sets Operación Protector apart and makes it particularly
intriguing is that it has been written by one of Spain’s leading
experts in the infiltration of violent radical groups, someone who
is familiar with police operations from the inside: Iñaki Sanjuán,
active Chief Inspector of the Information Brigade of the National
Police.
Starting with the suicide of a Belgian police inspector who had
warned of the possibility of the Jihadi attacks in Paris, Sanjuán
recounts the details of Operación Protector, launched to prevent
something similar occurring in Spain, and to ward off the
involvement of mafias on the Costa del Sol and arms dealers.
The author describes at first hand the doubts and fears that beset the undercover agent, but also
his ambitions and his commitment to society, and the squabbles and disagreements between
different police units and wings of the security forces. We don’t realize how often the peace and
security of the ordinary citizen rests in the hands of these agents, whose silent and dangerous work
is often unrecognized.
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David Cabrera
David Cabrera (Barcelona, 1975) is a journalist and a director of documentaries.
He is the child of immigrants. He has always lived on the outskirts.
He is interested in stories of losers, of neighbourhood superheroes and the
unusual lives that unfold in ordinary places: a bar with oilcloths on the tables,
an internal courtyard that smells of cauliflower, a gloomy living room with
crocheted covers on the arms of the sofa. Nowadays he works as a creator
of non-fiction series.

After years of detailed interviews and investigations, David Cabrera signs an absorbing police
and psychological drama, which is read in a state of maximum tension.

The Shadow
Spain / 2022 / 256 pages / Literary Journalism, Chronicle / Territory: World
Primary publisher: Libros del KO

This book tells the story of a shadow who stabbed a man to
death, was sentenced to twenty years in prison but escaped
before he started serving his time. Rather than hiding away
in some remote village or fleeing to another country, he
camouflaged himself among the crowds in his home city of
Barcelona, where he spent the next thirty years perfecting the art
of hiding in plain sight: behind the bar, collecting his daughter
from school, going on trips at the weekend.
The secret of his anonymity was not to conceal himself but simply
to go unnoticed. He became an ordinary man, consumed by
paranoia, always on the lookout, a citizen who had no ID card, no
health card, no social security number – something that was not
so unusual in Spain in the 1980s and 1990s, in a country in which,
as long as they were properly oiled, the wheels kept turning.
La Sombra is a reflection on guilt, punishment and the pitfalls of memory, but also a devastating
account of the violence and corruption of a society and its institutions.
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David Granda
David Granda (Madrid, 1978) studied Journalism at Carlos III University and
the Complutense University in Madrid, and studied History at the Universidad
Autónoma of Madrid and Karlova University in Prague. His work has appeared
in El País and Condé Nast Traveler, among other publications. He started out
at Spanish news agency EFE and on the regional newspapers La Nueva España
and La Opinión A Coruña. He has lived in Madrid and Prague, and is now
a resident of Vienna.

This book is the chronicle of a night that succeeded in challenging the political legitimacy
of Communist Germany. But it is also a game of mirrors involving the subcultures
of the two halves of Berlin in the years before the Fall of the Wall, bringing together
a varied cast that included the GDR nomenklatura and Willy Brandt,
David Bowie, Nick Cave and Joy Division’s manager in Berlin.

Plans to Conquer Berlin
Spain / 2022 / 504 pages / Literary Journalism, Chronicle / Territory: World
Primary publisher: Libros del KO

At the height of the Cold War, the Zionskirche, a Protestant
church in East Berlin, became a hotbed of opposition to the
Communist regime. On 17 October 1987, its leaders decided
to organize a clandestine concert with the bands Die Firma
and Element of Crime, a West Berlin group who had crossed
the border a few hours earlier without informing the authorities
of their intentions. At the end of the performance, the audience
was subjected to a violent attack by a group of neo-Nazis.
The police had been warned and arrived in time, but decided
not to intervene.
That was a punk concert in a Protestant church in the capital
of neo-Stalinist Germany, disrupted by neo-Nazis, infiltrated
by the intelligence service. A concert where in fact two of the
musicians on stage were also Stasi informers...
David Granda immerses himself in the Stasi archives, and weaves together the accounts of more
than forty of the event’s protagonists or witnesses, including political dissidents such as Rainer
Eppelmann, first leader of the pacifist opposition movement in the GDR and its last Minister of
Defence, the singer Sven Regener, the punk guitarist Key Pankonin, artists, secret police informants
and a Stasi officer responsible for monitoring cultural dissidence.
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Marc Casals
Marc Casals (Girona, 1980) was studying to become a translator and interpreter
for the EU until, in 2004, fate took him to the Balkans and changed his life.
Since then, he has lived in Bulgaria, Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina, has
travelled throughout the Balkan peninsula, and has learned several of the
region’s languages.
When he visited Bosnia, it was love at first sight, and he moved there in 2010
and started writing this book in 2015. Along the way he has published articles in
El País, ctxt and El Orden Mundial.

A first-hand account of a country whose history is among the most traumatic in Europe.
This book is not the product of a couple of chats with its protagonists but reflects, instead,
friendships that in some cases go back a decade or more.

Stone Remains
Spain / 2021 / 304 pages / Literary Journalism, Chronicle / Territory: World
Primary publisher: Libros del KO

Between April 1992 and December 1995, the small country of
Bosnia-Herzegovina was the scene of a war that caused almost
a hundred thousand deaths and displaced some two million
people. All under the uncomprehending gaze of the people of
Europe and the paralysis of their leaders. The international media
seized on the legend of the “Balkan powder keg” to explain
something that appeared to be inexplicable.
Writing with the intuition and empathy of someone who has
spent fifteen years living in the Balkans, Marc Casals deciphers
the political enigma of a region that is still devastated by the
aftermath of the conflict. He debunks toxic clichés, such as
the supposedly warlike character of the region’s inhabitants.
In their place, he paints delicate miniatures of sixteen
Bosnians – of Muslim, Croat or Serbian descent, Jews, people
with a Montenegrin or Turkish background – whose biographies constitute a fragmented and
contradictory portrait, one that defies categorization. They are intimate stories of resistance and
reconstruction, the result of many years of conversations and friendship between the author and the
protagonists: David Kamhi, a Sephardi violinist; Alma, a night club singer; Fazila, a flower seller at
Potocari cemetery; Ratko, poet, playwright and filmmaker, among others.
It isn’t possible to condense a whole country into one book. Stone Remains attempts the opposite:
to expand it.
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Laura Alzola Kirschgens
Laura Alzola Kirschgens was born in summer 1991. She is a journalist and
has a Master’s in Migration Studies. She works as a political communications
consultant for the local council of Vitoria (Spain), but lived for two years in
Munich and Hamburg, writing speeches for the senior management of a major
multinational, and pieces for the magazine Ctxt. This is her first book.

«What did my grandparents feel? What did that generation – about whom so many questions have
been asked – actually think? Did they believe in the progress the Nazis promised?
How is silence constructed?»
A jigsaw puzzle with missing pieces, a story about what remains of the personal
and political history of a generation, a story that also affected the generation that followed,
and which still influences our lives today. A family history of when Europe was disintegrating.

I Don’t Remember You
Spain / 2021 / 152 pages / Literary Journalism, Chronicle / Territory: World
Primary publisher: Libros del KO

In 2018, during a visit to her family home in Germany, Laura
Alzola Kirschgens found a folder with an inscription on its spine:
Familiengeschichte – family history. The documents it contained,
together with others conserved by her uncle, enabled the
author to reconstruct a story with the Second World War at its
epicentre. In particular, there were the letters her grandparents
had exchanged over a period of four years, from 1944 to 1949,
when they had not yet met in person, her grandfather was on
the Eastern Front – and subsequently in a Soviet prison camp –
and her grandmother was living in a German city that had been
destroyed by bombs. The letters, which are reproduced here,
constitute a teenage love story against a tragic background.
In addition to exploring her predecessors’ participation in the
Second World War and their relationships to the Nazi regime,
Laura Alzola Kirschgens considers the importance of sustaining
the broken line that links us to our ancestors, and how the flame of memory is passed down
through the generations.
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Jaime Santirso
Jaime Santirso (1990) is a journalist and a writer. He lives in China since 2014, where
he is working as the newspaper ABC correspondent in Asia, after having worked for
El País. He also informs other media such as Telecinco or Cadena SER. During this
time he has covered several historical events, including the beginning of the COVID-19
pandemic, pro-democracy protests in Hong Kong or the centenary of the Chinese
Comunist Party.

The Beginning

A reporter Stuck in Wuhan
Spain / 2022 / 192 pages / Chronicle / Territory: World /
Primary publisher: Altamarea

At the end of January 2020, Jaime Santirso, correspondent
of El País in China, flew to Wuhan to inform about the new
coronavirus pandemic from its starting point. The morning after
his arrival, Xi Jinping’s government closed down the city with
severe restrictions. Suddenly stuck and threatened by the illness,
the reporter walked the streets in search of yearned answers
but which neither the official channels nor the media had yet
been able to provide. From his inmersion in the epicentre of the
pandemic, his professional and personal effort to know, interpret
and inform, priceless chronicles were born. The reader has the
personal and journalistic stories of one of the few professionals
who had the privilege and courage to narrate, from its beginning,
one of events destined to mark a milestone in the XXI century.
• English sample forthcoming
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Ramón Usall
Ramon Usall (1977) has a degree in Sociology from the Universitat Autònoma
de Barcelona and a PhD in History from the Universitat de Lleida. He currently
teaches Social Sciences. Besides his teaching activity, he regularly writes in
different media on the relationship between sport, history, society and politics.
On this subject, he has also published the book Futbol per la llibertat, awarned
with the Josep Vallverdú Essay Prize.

Footballitics

A tour around the most politically peculiar football clubs
Spain / 2021 / 320 pages / Essay, Sports & Politics / Territory: World /
Primary publisher: Altamarea (Spanish) / Sold: English (in process)
Can a football match trigger a war? Can football serve the cause of democracy
against a dictatorship and vice versa? Footballitics shows us that there is no relevant
contemporary historical episode that is not reflected in the trajectory of some football
club. Through its stories it is possible to relive most of the events that have marked the
last century: anti-colonial rebellions and the class struggle, Nazism and communism,
national conflicts and the fight against dictatorships… Footballitics is full of anecdotes
and facts which, with the dizzying pace of the greatest matches, tell us the story of these extraordinary
political actors that are football clubs and invite us to reflect on their often crucial role as symbols of
ideologies, oppressed communities or rebellious minorities.
• English sample available on request			

• Grants for translation and promotion available

Cristóbal Villalobos Salas
Cristobal Villalobos (1985) is a History professor, writer, and columnist.
He currently writes for the newspaper Sur and collaborates with media such
as El Norte de Castilla, Zenda, ABC, Panenka, El Español, The Objective or Jot Down.
He has been awarded the second prize in the Augusto Jerez Perchet Journalism
Prize and has recently published A las orillas del Ladoga (Renacimiento, 2019),
which includes texts written by Agustín de Foxá during the Second World War.

Football and Fascism
Spain / 2020 / 180 pages / Essay, Sports & Politics
Territory: World / Primary publisher: Altamarea (Spanish) / Sold: Portugal (Almadina)
Football is a game, a passion, a form of social gathering, a business; and, therefore,
also an effective tool for controlling the masses. Thanks to its unrivaled ability, this sport
has been exploited since its dawn as mean of ideological propaganda as well as, more
recently, for commercial uses. The first ones to realize its immense power of suggestion
were perhaps the totalitarian regimes of the 20th century, who, in their eagerness to
cut across all strata of society, used this popular discipline as a rudimentary but also
powerful instrument of political marketing. These pages bring together the most
meaningful episodes of this disturbing symbiosis between football and fascist dictatorships; anecdotes, feats
—some tragic and others downright bizarre— in which football has been used as a blindfold to cover the
eyes of the masses. It worked perfectly as a vehicle for indoctrination, fitting into the delirious propaganda
designs conceived by the tyrants of those times.
• English sample available on request			
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Carles Viñas is an expert in football and skinhead culture. Exposing racism in the sport,
as well as championing its radical history, his passion for the game has led him to write
numerous books on the subject, including the award-winning St. Pauli: Another Football is
Possible (see more information about this title below, in Selected Backlist).

Football in the Land of the Soviets
Spain / 2019 / 168 pages / Essay / Territory: World / Primary publisher: Tigre de Paper
(Catalan) / Sold: Spanish (Txalaparta), English (Pluto Press), Portugues (Brazil)

Mistrusted and derided, instrumentalised and adored - the
story of football in Tsarist and early Soviet Russia is as wild and
intriguing as that of the country itself. In many ways it is the
same story…
Football in the Land of the Soviets offers a fresh perspective
on a momentous chapter in modern political history. Carles
Viñas shows how the Russian game was transformed in just a
few decades: from a minor émigré pastime, to a modernising
driver of society, to a vanguard for Soviet diplomacy and
internationalism, and finally, with the first championship of
the Soviet League in 1936, into a truly mass phenomenon.
So exactly how did a bourgeois game end up as the collective
passion of the Soviet working class? And why does it matter?
Football in the Land of the Soviets brings these questions to the fore in this thrilling, unorthodox
account of the fall of an imperial dynasty and the rise of the world’s first socialist state.
• English full text available on request

CARLES
VIÑAS

NATXO
PARRA

• Grants for translation and promotion available

St. Pauli. Another Football is Possible

More than 12,000
copies sold in Spain

Natxo Parra

Spanish/2017/296 pages/History & sport

Barcelona (1981)

A Territory: World/Primary pub.: Capitán Swing (Spain) / Sold: English (Pluto Press) and Potuguese (Brazil)
bogado laboralista y socio cooperativista de
Col·lectiu Ronda. Licenciado en Derecho por la Universitat de Barcelona (UB) y en Ciencias Políticas y de la
Administración por la Universitat Pompeu Fabra (UPF).
Ha compaginado el ejercicio de la abogacía con el estudio y la investigación de los movimientos sociales, el
sindicalismo o el islamismo yihadista. Es coautor de «El
concepto de radicalización» en Islamismo yihadista: radicalización y contrarradicalización (Tirant lo Blanch,
2015) y «Los movimientos sociales» en Introducción a
la Ciencia Política (Universitas, 2014).

EL ST. PAULI
DESTACA POR
SU DEFENSA DE
CAUSAS SOCIALES
Y SU COMUNIDAD
DE MÁS DE ONCE
MILLONES DE
AFICIONADOS EN
TODO EL MUNDO

This is not just a book about football. Through a description of St. Pauli’s sporting
history, we embark on a tour of German history, from the unification process in the
Carles
Viñas
19th
century up to the present day. Victories and defeats are mixed with social
D struggles and workers’ protests, resistance to Nazism and ecology demonstrations.
Along with promotions and relegations, squatting, the empowerment of fans, the
birth of the Bundesliga, gentrification processes, terrace culture, anti-racism, antifascism and anti-sexism. St. Pauli is a lot more than just a football club. It’s a way
of under-standing sport and its roots in the neighbourhood, in the community. It’s
a social metaphor for a city – Hamburg – and a country. In short, St. Pauli shows us
another way of understanding football and the world. That is why St. Pauli’s way of doing things has led many
social rebel movements to use the club’s symbols. That is the real victory achieved by Hamburg’s pirate club.
Barcelona (1972)

e entender
en estado
quel fútbol
desde las
ha hecho
utilicen la
en los que
da División
opa en pri-

BIC: FV

ISBN: 978-84-946453-9-6

C. VIÑAS & N. PARRA ST. PAULI

venes vinfenómeno
progresivanstruyó su
mente difedeportivo,
dada la seuna parte
as políticas
stado prena, Gamoconvertido
as por toda

Carles Viñas

OTRO FÚTBOL ES POSIBLE

octor en Historia Contemporánea por la Universitat de Barcelona (UB) y miembro del Grup de Recerca i Anàlisi del Món Actual (GRANMA). A lo largo de
su actividad investigadora ha analizado el extremismo
político y deportivo, los estilos juveniles y el trasfondo
social del deporte. Ha publicado diversos ensayos como
Skinheads a Catalunya (2004), El mundo ultra. Los radicales del fútbol español (2005) o Tolerància zero. La violència a l’esport (2006) entre otros. También es coautor de
diversas obras colectivas. Actualmente compagina la docencia universitaria con la colaboración en diversos medios de comunicación y la publicación de artículos de divulgación histórica en diferentes revistas especializadas.

• English full translation available on request 		

• Detailed book report in English: goo.gl/JmXhtA

• Grants for translation and promotion available
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Ander Izagirre
Born in San Sebastian in 1976, Ander Izagirre is a journalist and has written
travel articles and reports on many different subjects and has published
several books. In 2015 he has won the European Press Prize to the best
Investigative work for an article in the Spanish paper El País. The judges said
Izagirre’s work was «compelling, splendidly organized and devastating at a
human level. It told a terrible story that no one could forget» (The Guardian).
In May of 2022 the Polish translation of Potosí won the 13th Ryszard
Kapuscinski book award for the best reportage.

Winner of the 13th Ryszard Kapuscinski book award
for the best reportage in 2022
«Extremely well written … Like Kapuściński,
he finds the drop of water that reflects everything around it.»
Martín Caparrós
«With echoes of Galeano’s political ire and Salgado’s immersive
rawness, Izagirre has produced a gut-puncher of a book. A powerful,
important work that puts the human back into human rights.»
Oliver Balch

Sold: English (ZED Books), Italian (Mondadori), French (Barometre), Polish (Filtry) and
German (Rotpunktverlag).

Potosí, the Mountain that Eats Men
Spanish / 2017 / 204 pages / Literary journalism / Territory: World / Primary publisher:
Librso del KO (Spain) /

Izagirre tells the story of Alicia, a 14-year-old girl who lives on
the slopes of Cerro Rico de Potosí, the mineral-rich mountain in
Bolivia, nowadays a place of grinding poverty. Alicia shares an
adobe hut with her mother and younger sister. Although Alicia is
officially too young to be employed, she supplements the family
income by working shifts in the mine for 2 € a night. Although the
mine’s rich seams have been exhausted, there are still over 10,000
people working there on a small scale. They dig out the rock by
hand and transport it to the surface, where multinationals extract
the remaining ore. Izagirre skilfully uses this intimate portrait to tell
a larger story, from the Spanish conquistadores to our days.

• Detailed book report in English: goo.gl/S674PH
• English, French, Italian, German and Polish translation available on request
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Ander Izagirre (Backlist)
A masterpiece of travel literature that could rub shoulders with the classics of the genre such as
Chatwin or Bill Bryson, a work full of life, humor and literature.

The Basements of the World
Spanish / 2020 / 400 pages / Literary journalism & Travel/ Territory: World
Primary publisher: Libros del KO (Spain)
As the great works of travel literature, this is much more than the story of a journey. It
is the story of a real expedition in 2000 in search of the deepest places on the shores
of the Dead Sea (Asia), Lake Eyre (Australia), the Russian coast of the Caspian Sea
(Europe), the Californian Death Valley (North America), the Laguna del Carbón in the
Argentinean Patagonia (South America), and Lake Assal in Djibouti (Africa). These all
are extreme, inhospitable, bleak, usually deserted and always enigmatic places, and
to live in them is to survive: these are places with no future. But if the book becomes
travel literature it is because, beyond the description of the extreme conditions of all
those places, the author is able to obtain from each of them incredible stories, with their own voices and
own flavors, and to compel the reader to know more about them: with an entertaining prose, the author
talks about the people who live there, their legends, their habits and their history, and leads us to impossible
worlds inhabited by settlers and natives, by shepherds and soldiers, fugitives and lunatics that have converted
these remote and bleak basements into places in the world.
• English sample available: shorturl.at/cGIOQ

How to win the Giro by drinking ox blood
Spain / 2021 / 488 pages / Literary journalism & Sport
Territory: World / Primary publisher: Libros del KO (Spain)
In 1909 Italy was a newly made country. One of the most bizarre ideas to finish it off
was precisely the Giro, a parade of vampires, acrobats, lunatics, fascists, partisans,
pirates and cannibals that rolled from the Alps to Sicily before the doorstep of millions
of Italians. And he united them around the epic, tragedy and comedy of cycling.
After Lead in the Pockets, his book on the Tour de France, Ander Izagirre pedales in
these pages with Bottecchia’s steel bicycle to transport a machine gun through the
Alps and stop the Austro-Hungarians, with Francesco Moser’s galactic bicycle to melt
time. Tremble with Charly Gaul and Johan Van der Velde, two naked cyclists who went through polar storms
and lost their minds. Go up with Marco Pantani to hell. Wait for Luigi Malabrocca, who makes a living by
always arriving last. Watch the tremendous battles of Gimondi against Merckx, of Fuente against Merckx,
and the most tremendous of all: that of Merckx against Merckx. Listen to Florinda Parenti, who won the
most difficult Italian championship of all. Marino Lejarreta is amazed at the mystery of the mountains that
suddenly disappear. Follow the wheel of Alfonsina Strada, Fiorenzo Magni, Vincenzo Nibali. And he tells of
the adventures and mischief of those two, of course, Gino Bartali and Fausto Coppi.
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Emilio Sánchez Mediavilla
Born in Santander in 1979 is a journalist and editor, and the cofounder
of the successful independent publisher Libros del K.O. He has worked
at Agencia EFE, La Opinion de A Coruña, and Conde Nast Traveler. He has
occasionally collaborated in publications such as El País, Vanity Fair, or Altaïr.
A Dacha in the Gulf is his first book and has won the first Anagrama Chronicle
Prize Sergio González Rodríguez in 2020 and the Nicolas Bouvier Award in
France in 2022.

A Dacha in the Gulf
Spanish/ May 2020 / 200 pages/ Chronicle / Territory: world / Primary publisher: Anagrama
Sold: French (Métailié)
Winner of the Anagrama Chronicle Prize & the Nicolas Bouvier Award. Why write a
book about Bahrain? Firstly, because the author’s partner was offered a job there, which
is the reason why he lived in the country for two years during which he made a point
to observe, speak with people, and grow interested in the country’s paradoxes and
interiority. And secondly, because these paradoxes turn Bahrain into a very interesting
reality within the Arab world. The book covers everything about his daily life: political
repression, the experience of sexuality for women and gays, the limited tolerance for
alcohol, the isolated life of luxury of European ex-pats and the very different reality
lived by Asian workers, linguistic misunderstandings…
• French translation available on request

• English sample available: shorturl.at/cIV69

Agustín Comotto
Agustín Comotto was born in Argentina but has spent half a lifetime
travelling from one end of the planet to another. He writes to draw and he
draws to write. Author and illustrator of numerous books, his last graphic
novel, 155, about the life of the anarchist Simon Radowinsky, has recently
been published in the USA, France and Germany.

The Weight of the Stars

A life of the Anarchist Octavio Alberola
Spanish/ 2019 / 370 pages/ Essay / Territory: World / Sold : Eng (AK Press)
Octavio Alberola has spent eighty years thinking, living and reshaping his life from an
anarchist perspective, questioning each and every one of his actions. He belongs to
a generation of fighters who played a leading role in the events of the 20th century:
the Spanish Civil War, Franco’s dictatorship, exile, the clandestine struggle, internal
divisions within the anarchist movement, and major social conflicts around the world.
In this book, Comotto covers the anarchist experience in the 20th century, focusing
on episodes in which Octavio was a witness and a protagonist, ranging from the splits
within the CNT to his participation in various attempts to assassinate Franco. Alberola not only reflects on
his lived experience but also considers such issues as the repression of dissent, the viability of revolution and
the legitimacy of violence. And his boundless curiosity takes him beyond politics to explore subjects such as
physics and art, disciplines that helped him to reformulate concepts such as the family or authoritarianism.
• ENG full translation and the Spanish pdf are avaiable on request
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Nacho Carretero
Nacho (Spain, 1981) is one of the young talents of Spanish journalism, a
reporter who has traveled the world several times, from the Philippines to
Rwanda, to write high quality reports on the poorest corners of the world. He
currently works for the Spanish newspaper El País. His journalistic essay on the
Galician drug trafficking has become a bestseller and has catapulted him to the
forefront of international journalism. Already sold in ten languages,

«A Spanish story nobody ever told. A unique story, written with
a novel’s prose, but beware: this is all true.»
Roberto Saviano

• Sold: English (Zed Books), French (Cherche Midi & Pocket), Italian (Bompiani), Polish
(Sonia Draga), Portugues (Saida d’Emergência), Dutch (IAmsterdam), Finnish (Into), Bulgarian
(Vakon), Arabic WR (Arab SP), Chines (Guangxi Normal Univ Press), Catalan (Navona), Galician
(Xerais), Spanish club (Círculo) and Spanish Audiobooks (Audible).
• TV serie available in Netflix & Amazon Prime
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt6970710/

More than 175,000 copies
sold in Spain

Fariña (Cocaine Coast)

How Cocaine Came to Europe
Spanish / 2015 / 326 pages / Journalism /Territory: World
Primary publisher: Libros del KO (Spain).

In the 1980s, Europe’s cocaine trade was in full swing.
Controlled by powerful Columbian cartels, much of this
cocaine was smuggled in through the ports and fishing
villages of Galicia in north-western Spain, where smuggling
has been a way of life for generations. Then the drug trade
offered a way out of poverty and unemployment for many,
but also unleashed a wave of addiction and violent crime.
But even today, the drug runners remain a feared presence
in Galicia, with a new generation of enterprising ‘narcos’.
Nacho Carretero tells the incredible story of how this
windswept and otherwise unremarkable corner of Spain
became the cartels’ gateway into Europe. Immersing
himself in the life and history of the region, and interviewing
everyone from addicts and smugglers to crime bosses and DEA agents, Carretero’s book is a
riveting and often shocking account of drug running and narco violence at the very heart of
Europe.
• English translation available on request
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David Jiménez
Born in Barcelona in 1971 is an award-winning author and journalist,
a columnist for the Spanish edition of the New York Times and a feature writer
for Vanity Fair. He is a former editor-in-chief of El Mundo, the second largest
newspaper in Spain. Praised by critics as the “Spanish Kapuściński”, he has
covered conflicts, revolutions and crises in more than twenty countries.
His reports have been published in the Guardian, the Sunday Times, the Toronto
Star and Corriere della Sera, and he has contributed to CNN and the BBC.
A Nieman fellow at Harvard University, Jiménez is the author of four books
and has been translated into English, Chinese, German, Italian and Catalan.
«El Director is such a good read, with a lightness of
touch and a tone that ranges from bemusement to barely
concealed fury. One story that needed to be told.»
Guy Hedgecoe (BBC’s Spain corresp.)

• Film forthcoming in 2023

The Editor-in-chief

More than 65,000
copies sold

Spanish/ 2019 / 296 pages/ Journalism
Territory: world / Primary publisher: Libros del KO (Spain) / Sold: Catalan (Navona), China
(Ecuus Publishing Group) and Taiwan (Readers 99).

After 20 years as a war reporter and correspondent, David
Jiménez was appointed editor-in-chief of El Mundo, one of
Europe’s leading newspapers. He would soon discover that
the hazards of the Afghan front can pale in comparison to the
plotting and trickeries of the power-hungry. What seemed
like an exciting challenge became a battle to defend the
newspaper’s independence against a political and economic
establishment determined to destroy it. El director is a tellall book about the secrets of those who reveal the secrets of
others, a unique take on the intrigues, despairs and triumphs
of a newsroom, and an intimate account of the moral tests
facing an editor-in-chief, in charge of a legacy newspaper
fighting for survival. A non-fiction thriller that has taken the
Spanish book market by storm.
The book has shown it wide appeal to all audiences thanks to the writer’s talent for storytelling
and the strength of real-life characters that not even a novelist could have imagined. A non-fiction
book with the rhythm and tension of a thriller, The Editor-in-chief goes deep into themes that are
universal: the intrigues, infighting and daily struggles of a newsroom in crisis, the freedom of the
press and the forces trying to suppress it, and the courage to take on battles that may seem lost
causes but turn out to be a drive for change.
• English sample available: shorturl.at/agix3
• Detailed English proposal: shorturl.at/avX09
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David Jiménez (Backlist)
«With prose as sharp as a machete, Jimenez captures the harshness and beauty of these children’s
invisible worlds, where destinies, like the monsoon rains, are beyond control, yet dreams refuse to die.»
Brook Larmer (The New York Times)

• Prize for the Best Travel Literature Book in Spain in 2009

Children of Monsoon
Spanish / 2008 / 74.000 words in English/ Journalism & Travel / Territory: world / Primary publisher: Kailas
(Spain) / Sold: English (Autum Hill), Italian (Marco Tropea), German (Campus), China (Ecus Publishing).
Children of the Monsoon is a critically acclaimed classic of literary journalism. Haunted
by the memories of the children he had met on his travels as a correspondent, David
Jiménez went in search of them many years later, in the hope of discovering what
had become of them. The result is this exceptional account, in which we accompany
Jiménez on his return to the Cambodian hospital where he last saw Vothy, a young girl
with AIDS; we visit the children who survive the pitiless Mongolian winter by creating
an underworld in the sewers of Ulaanbaatar; we travel to North Korea, where young
Kim struggles to save his village from starvation; and we are taken to the fight rings of Thailand, where The
Invincible seeks a route out of poverty by competing in brutal child boxing contests. This new expanded
edition includes an epilogue in which the author tells us about the adult lives of some of those children,
fifteen years later. An account of the spirit of survival in the most difficult circumstances.
• English sample available: shorturl.at/dikms

The Happiest Place in the World
Spanish/ 2013 / 57.500 words (English) / Journalism & Travel / Territory: World Primary Publisher: Kailas
(Spain) / Sold: China (Ecus Publishing Group).
David Jiménez returns to the literary reportage that made Children of the Monsoon
an international success, and takes us to a world of lost paradises, forgotten wars and
unlikely heroes. “The Happiest Place in the World” is how North Korea’s ruler describes
his country, the most brutal and despotic tyranny of our times. This is just one of the
places Jiménez visits, on an itinerary that takes him from the Cambodian prison that
houses the country’s most dangerous child-abusers, to the remote kingdom of Bhutan,
where he witnesses the arrival of television. Or to Japan, where he hangs out with
yakuzas who are eager to erase their tattoos and abandon a life of crime, and spends three days alone in a
deserted Fukushima, following the nuclear accident in that city. It is often in the midst of darkness, in places
that appear to have lost hope, where the author encounters the most fascinating individuals and witnesses
acts of bravery that allow us to believe that a better world is possible. This book is at once a detailed guide to
reporting and a perceptive portrait of the human condition.
• English translation sample available: shorturl.at/abcov
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Journalism Selected Backlist
Blood Barrios. Dispatches from the World’s Deadliest Streets
Spain / 2015 / 216 pages / Chronicle / Territory: World / Sold: Eng (Zed Books), Polish (Sonia Draga)
Winner of the 2018 PEN Translates Award for Non-Fiction. For many years, awardwinning journalist Alberto Arce was the only foreign correspondent in Tegucigalpa,
Honduras’s beleaguered capital, and he witnessed first-hand the country’s descent
into anarchy. Here, he shares his experiences in a series of gripping and atmospheric
dispatches: from earnest conversations with narcos, taxi drivers and soldiers, to
exposés of state corruption and harrowing accounts of the aftermath of violence.
Provocative, revelatory and at time heart-rending, Blood Barrios shines a light on the
suffering and stoicism of the Honduran people.
• Detailed book report in English: goo.gl/muAusJ

• English full translation available on request

Lady Tyger. My body, my life
Spanish/ January 2020 / 104 pages/ Chronicle / Territory: world / Sold: Italian (Red Star Press)

their bodies.

Marian Trimiar was a pioneer of women’s boxing in the late 1970s. With her shaved
head, some nicknamed her the Black Kojak, but she was in no mood to let anyone
decide what to call her. She wanted a man’s name, like Harry Greb “The Human
Windmill”, or Gene “Mad Dog” Hatcher… “Their dreams are my dreams,” she said,
and she chose her own ring name: “Lady Tyger”. She wrote it with a y instead of an
i because she thought it sounded more feminine. And because it reminded her of
William Blake’s famous poem, The Tyger. Silvia Cruz’s text is both an affirmation of
Trimiar’s struggle and an elegant political analysis that draws the links between this
female boxer and the liberation movement of those women whose only weapon was

• Italian full translation available on request

My Perestroika Ufo. A trip to the heart of Russia
looking for the news most alien in history
Spain / 2021 / 660 pages / Literary journalism / Territory: World / Primary publisher: Libros del KO (Spain)
On 9 October 1989, the Soviet Union’s rather staid official new agency TASS released
a remarkable story: in the city of Voronezh, some children said they had witnessed a
ball of light landing on the ground, and two or three huge beings had emerged. It was
the opening item on half the planet’s news programmes and made headlines in the
western press. Thirty years later, the author of this book – based in Moscow for two
decades – became involved in an obsessive search for the protagonists of the news.
In search of ufologists, journalists, scientists and eyewitnesses, the ex-correspondent
would journey repeatedly to Voronezh to painstakingly reconstruct all the details of
the “Soviet Roswell”, a chronicle that has been written by someone who has his feet on the ground and his
head in the clouds, bringing together three years of journeys to the Cossack heart of Russia, a land of tsars,
physicists, generals, inventors, poets, scientists, saints and cosmonauts.
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Journalism Selected Backlist
A Year with the Mara Salvatrucha-13
Spain / 2015 / 124 pages / Anthropology & Jornalism / Territory: World
Primary publisher: Pepitas de Calabaza (Spain) / Sold: English & French.
This book tells the story of a cycle of violence in El Salvador between one cell of the
street gang Mara Salvatrucha 13 and another of the Barrio 18 gang. It is narrated
from the viewpoint of a young anthropologist who experienced this violent cycle as
an observer within the Mara Salvatrucha 13 gang. While the book describes in detail
the process of violence between the two gangs using a non-fiction narrative, it also
portrays everyday life in one of the poorest, most violent communities in El Salvador,
and consequently in Latin America. The episode of violence culminates in one
of the most terrifying massacres in the recent history of a country that is famous for its terrifying massacres.
During the course of the book, the author becomes just another character within it, someone who is trying
to understand (and very often at great risk to his life) the origin and reasoning behind the violence between
the two biggest and most deadly gangs in America.
• Detailed book report in English: goo.gl/BQVhKL

• English and French translations available on request

The Café on the Volcano
Spanish/2018/228 pages/Journalism & History/Territory: World/Primary publisher: Libros del KO (Spain)
Sold: Rusia (AST)
Berlin between the wars was a cultural, intellectual and artistic melting pot. And its
centre was the Romanisches Café. The place was already so famous that guided tours
of the city stopped at the doors of the café. Visitors hoped to catch a glimpse of some
of the leading figures of 20th century culture, including Stefan Zweig, Marlene Dietrich,
Albert Einstein, Billy Wilder, Bertolt Brecht or Walter Benjamin, to name just a few.
This convergence of artists and intellectuals, many of whom were Jewish, aroused
the hatred of Joseph Goebbels –also a failed writer– for whom the café became the
symbol of everything that Nazism detested; and Goebbels made it his mission to
persecute many of the café’s customers with particular vigour. That was when Uzcanga decided to put the
café at the centre of his book.
• Detailed book report in English: shorturl.at/adwY3		

• English sample available: shorturl.at/advZ7

The Analyst. An accidental spy in the Assange and Snowden cases
Spanish/ 2020 / 150 pages/ Journalism, current & spy affaris / Territory: world / Primary publisher: Libros del KO (Spain)
Sold: Italian (Paesi Edizioni), TV series rights
In 2008 Txema Guijarro worked as a political advisor to a number of left-wing
candidates, including Rafael Correa in Ecuador. Following publication of WikiLeaks
cables, Correa asked Txema to meet Julian Assange in London to establish a direct
relationship on behalf of the Ecuadorean government. When Assange asked political
asylum,Txema suddenly found himself caught up in a behind-the-scenes diplomatic and
legal conflict. His mission was to coordinate the battle on various fronts. The second
part of the book focuses on Edward Snowden. Once again, Guijarro found himself
embroiled in a game of espionage when Snowden asked Ecuador for political asylum.
• English sample and proposal available on request
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Ecology, Sustainability & Activism

Antonio Turiel
Antonio Turiel (1970) is a scientist and a well-known disseminator of
the problems of sustainability in our society. With a degree in Physics and
Mathematics and a PhD in Theoretical Physics, he is a Research Scientist
at the Institute of Marine Sciences of Barcelona. His research has focused
on turbulence and satellite oceanography, although he is also an expert in the
field of natural resources. His blog, The Oil Crash, is one of the major references
in Spanish on the problem of peak oil and has a large online community.

«No energy is an essential reading. It provides a clear, accessible and comprehensive
explanation of the crisis of availability that we are already facing in key raw materials:
coal from 2014, uranium in 2016, petrol in 2018, natural gas in 2030, copper in 2035 …
with one common denominator: energy. The result, in the author’s words,
is “a slowdown in the metabolism of the global economy”.
Because degrowth offers a possible solution.»
Santiago Niño Becerra

No Energy

A brief Guide to the Long Descent 2020-2025
Spain / 2022 / 264 pages / Sustainability / Territory: World
Primary publisher: Plataforma (Spain)

The pandemic, supply chain problems, computer chip
shortages, inflation, war, drought, climate change, energy
crisis... The news just gets worse and worse: it feels as if we
have entered a downward spiral of poverty and decline.
How much more can we take? Is collapse inevitable?
As Antonio Turiel argued in his first book, the petrocalypse is
already here. We notice it when we fill up the car, when we think
twice before turning on the heating, when shops close: but,
above all, we notice it at the end of the month. And this is only
the beginning: we are entering a period of acceleration. Energy
decline is a pressing reality, one that foretells a very dark future.
If we want to prevail, if we want to prevent disaster, we need
to make a whole host of changes, from the productive system
to our model of society. And we need a guide to understand what is happening now, why it is
happening, and how to avoid the worst.
• English sample forthcoming
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Francisco Lloret
Francisco Lloret is Professor of Ecology at the Universidad Autónoma de
Barcelona and researcher at CREAF (Center for Ecological Research and
Foresty Applications). His research is focused on the study of the structure,
functioning and dynamics of forests in relation to different sources of human
disturbance. He has participated in several environmental projects for the
improvement of forest resilience and the monitoring of a climate vulnerability
warning system in mountain forests. He has been president of the Spanish
Association of Terrestrial Ecology and writes the blog «Festina Lente», where
he shares his ideas, concerns and hopes about the environment and
human beings.

Forests around the world are collapsing. Some of them are primary, of incalculable value.
It is a current phenomenon, very serious and still little known.
This book delves into the main risks forests are facing nowadays: deforestation, pests, fires,
climate change, the human factor, etc. It is also an excellent informative work on the functioning
of forests. What is a forest? How does it work? What is it made of? How does it develop?

The Death of Forests
Spain / 2022 / 272 pages / Ecology / Territory: World / Primary publisher: Arpa

For some years now, there have been episodes of sudden
and widespread tree death in forests around the world. In many
cases, climate change and droughts play an important role,
but they are not the only cause, as they are combined with the
history of human exploitation and the proliferation of pests
and increasingly destructive fires.
In this book, Professor Francisco Lloret travels through some
of the most important forests of North America, Patagonia,
Europe and Africa to show us, with luminous clarity and rigor,
the processes that are causing their collapse. A phenomenon
that gives us the opportunity to learn more about the
functioning of forests, their complex internal dynamics, their
growth patterns, their distribution around the world, their role
in biodiversity and the transformations they undergo, whether
naturally or as a result of human activity.
The death of forests is an exciting and innovative read, which helps us understand the raison d’être
of forests and the rationale we need to conserve them.
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Andreu Escrivà
With a degree in Environmental Sciences, a master’s degree in Conservation
of Ecosystems and a doctorate in Biodiversity, Andreu Escrivà has published
numerous scientific articles in specialized journals, and trained at the University
of Sheffield (United Kingdom) and at the Lake Biwa Museum in Kusatsu
(Japan). He works as a science communicator in his spare time, and is a regular
contributor to different press, radio and television media outlets. In 2016 he
won the XXII European Prize for Scientific Dissemination General Study with
the book It’s not too late: keys to understand and stop climate change. He has worked
as a consultant in sustainability and he is responsible for the Climate Change
Observatory in Valencia.

Against Sustainability
Spain / Forthcoming / 180 pages aprox. / Popular Science/ Territory: World /
Primary publisher: Aroa (Spanish) & Sembra (Catalan)

The concept of “sustainability” is omnipresent in our daily lives.
We stumble across it in the supermarket and in advertising
campaigns, in ministerial reports and in political programs.
However, the very concept of sustainability, which derives from
sustainable development, is the biggest obstacle to achieving
what it claims to be chasing. Do we really want to sustain this
present and this system? We need new ways of thinking about
and naming the destination towards which we want to go, but
first we must demolish the sustainability cage in which we have
been trapped for decades.
The text is divided into three parts. The first explains the
origin and the usefulness of the concept of “sustainability”.
The second addresses examples of the misuse of sustainability
in current concepts and key ideas. And the third proposes an
alternative to the concept of sustainability.
Summary
First part: Origin
Chapter 1: We're in the wrong place
Chapter 2: The path to sustainability
Chapter 3: Doctor Jekyll and Mr. Sustainability
Second part: Demolition
Chapter 4: Against climate neutrality.
Chapter 5: Against the mantra of future generations
Chapter 6: Against the excuse of overpopulation, humanity
as a virus and the Super-rich
Chapter 7: Against the carbon footprint
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Chapter 8: Against the energy that will save the planet
Chapter 9: Against tunnel vision in the ecological transition
Chapter 10: Against the domination of nature
Chapter 11: Against ecomodernism and data optimism
Chapter 12: Against recycling and the circular economy
Chapter 13: Against collapse
Third part: Future
Chapter 14: Against sustainability, for the future
Chapter 15 (as an epilogue): Against this book

Foreign Rights

Pol Dunyó
Pol Dunyó i Ruhí (Vilassar de Dalt, 1989) is a self-taught agroecological
farmer by profession and vocation, who works with animal traction and with
holistic management criteria. He is secretary of the Catalan Animal Traction
Association (ACTA). Passionate about life in the countryside and rural
environments, he has the feeling that we are losing much of what we will need
in the immediate future. He also enjoys reading, writing and talking about issues
related to his work environment and the day-to-day business of his profession.
He understands that the written word remains in time and is able to stir thought,
emotions and everything that surrounds us.

«With a style between poetic prose and vindication, the author offers
us reflections and proposals to review the work in the countryside,
how it is performed and some false myths that need to be dismantled.»

Agrocultura

An essential work to discover and understand aspects about diversity,
balance and sustainability that will make us question
our own dynamics and take action.

Breaking the Ground
Spain / 2022 / 160 pages / Essay / Territory: World / Primary publisher: Raig Verd
(Catalan & Spanish)

Breaking the Ground exposes the lies of the rural world
and reflects on the misleading perception we have of our
environment. Through several chapters, using a manifesto
format, Dunyó encourages the reader to rethink how we relate
to time, the earth and what we produce on it. The author also
analyzes our forms of consumption and their relation to our
lifestyle, while rejecting over-exploitation, haste and violence
against nature and ourselves.
In evocative and poetic language, but at the same time with a
provocative and simple style, it makes us rethink the priorities to
combat the discourses of the logic of capitalism.

• English sample available here: shorturl.at/DGIO6
• Grants for translation and promotion available
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Francesc Font
Francesc Font (Vilajuïga, 1980) is a ninth-generation farmer and father of three.
Agricultural engineer specialised in organic agriculture, holistic management,
perm culture, organic soil management, and a whole set of tools called
“regenerative agriculture”. He works in regenerative farming as founder and codirector of the agricultural-consultancy firm Agroassessor Consultors Tècnics
SL, and as technical director, among other roles, at Can Font and Olirium in
Empordà, Catalonia, and Son Felip and Algaiarens in Menorca. For years he has
been a populariser of the regenerative model through training and talks and is a
regular contributor to Menorca newspaper.

The keys to comprehend, practice and consume regenerative agriculture
and understand why, despite its benefits, such agriculture has yet to become
a major movement in the primary sector.

Rooted in the Land

Proposals for a regenerative agriculture
Spain / 2021 / 162 pages / Regenerative agriculture / Territory: World /
Primary publisher: Tigre de Paper (Catalan)

Producing quality food at the same time as alleviating climate
change? This book provides the keys to comprehend, perform
and consume regenerative farming.
Our atmosphere contains more carbon dioxide than humans
have ever seen. Deserts are gaining ground on life and water
is little by little turning into a scarce resource. Consumption
of foodstuffs produced through an industrialised model using
chemical synthesis contributes to unbalancing our immune
system, thus increasing risk of illness. Globalisation of prices and
products has led to the disappearance of almost half of all active
farmers in just twenty years. We are in an unprecedented health
crisis and at the door of a social, environmental and economic
crisis that within a few years will affect the whole planet. More and more people are aware of the
problem but what are the solutions to it and how can each of us put them into practice?
Can you imagine it were possible to produce quality food while at the same time as helping
alleviate climate change and desertification processes? Are you able you imagine being able to
feed people more healthily and nutritiously using a system that also allowed country people to earn
a decent living looking after the land? Can you imagine that we all have in our grasp the chance to
easily remedy the current situation and leave a better world for those that come after us?
In this book you will encounter the keys to comprehend, practice and consume regenerative
agriculture and understand why, despite its benefits, such agriculture has yet to become a major
movement in the primary sector.
• English proposal: shorturl.at/nyLSV
• Grants for translation and promotion available
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Iratxe de las Heras (aka Atxe)
Atxe was born in the Basque Country in 1983 and settled in Barcelona in 2005,
when she started her career as a draftswoman, animator and cartoonist. She
has contributed to several Spanish-speaking magazines and newspapers such as
Huffington Post, Mongolia, Vice Spain and El diario norte, among others. Currently,
she works as a cartoonist and animator for the newspaper CuartoPoder and La
Marea, a renowned critical cooperative magazine she is part of. Capitalismo, ¿por
qué? is her first book as graphic essayist. More at https://atxe.es.

Why Capitalism?
Spanish/2019/216 p./Graphic Essay & Politics/Territory: World/Primary pub.: Akal (Spain)

Our lives reduced to a precarious existence, we struggle to survive in the jungle that
is today’s turbo-capitalist society. They piss on us and tell us it’s raining. How did it
come to this? It would be a crass error to simply accept that it is all the result of the
latest crisis of capitalism. Instead, as this fascinating illustrated book shows, it is only by
studying the past that we can understand what is happening to us.
Why capitalism? unearths the deep roots that have nourished this seven-headed
hydra, and does so with acerbic wit. The author tells the story of the dispossession of
the working classes, a process that has destroyed our sovereignty in ways we would
have thought unimaginable had we not experienced the brutal effects, day after day. And he calls for real
democracy now, a democracy that is not under constant assault from “market forces”.
• English sample available: shorturl.at/loGQT

David Casassas
Born in Barcelona (1975), he is a lecturer in social and political theory, social
movements, and economic sociology at the University of Barcelona. His work
revolves around the political economy of democracy, and he has also taken a
deep interest in a republican understanding of modern authors and intellectual
conjunctures. He is the author of several books in Spanish, including Changing
the Script. Work, Rights, and Freedom (2016). He is also a member of
the editorial board of the political magazine SinPermiso. More at https://
davidcasassas.com

Unconditional Freedom

Spanish / 2018 / 260 pages / Sociology / Territory: World / Primary publisher: Paidós (Spain), Tigre de Paper
(Catalan), English (Pluto Press, forthcoming)
This book analyses current debates on the need for a basic income but also goes
beyond them. It explores why capitalism’s neoliberal turn has deepened the
dispossessing nature of this system; it addresses the difficulty of maintaining the old
consensus according to which income security had to be based on job security; and
it sheds some light on present-day social and political movements that are trying to
give an answer to these new realities. This book offers clues as to how to turn the
transformations we are currently experiencing into an opportunity to take control of
our lives. Basic income suggests that our existence is not for sale, that there are
important red lines that must not be crossed.
• Full English translation available on request
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Miguel Pajares
Miguel Pajares holds a degree in Biological Sciences and a Ph.D. in Social
Anthropology. Additionally, he is a research fellow of the Research Group
on Exclusion and Social Control at the University of Barcelona, where he
also contributes to the design of the European Studies programme for the
European Social Research Unit. He is currently president of the Catalan
Commission for Refugee Aid. He was one of the heads of SOS Racismo, has
directed the trade union structure of the Information Centres for Foreign
Workers (CITE) and has served as an external advisor to the European
Economic and Social Committee.

Climate Refugees. A Crucial Challenge for the 21st century
Spanish/ January 2021 / 280 pages/ Politics / Territory: world / Sold: Audiobook (Audible)
An atlas of the impacts and migrations resulting from the ecological crisis. Climate
change spells the desertification of whole regions, the loss of vast areas of crops,
reduced supplies of drinking water, rising sea levels and increasingly destructive
hurricanes. Such outcomes will produce significant population movements, in the form
of both internal displacement and migration. This book details the severity of climate
impacts, and offers an in-depth analysis of the climate displacements and migrations
that are already taking place and those that may occur in the coming decades. A
region-by-region analysis is conducted, focusing on various parts of Africa, Asia and
Latin America. The book also engages with the debate about whether people fleeing
climate impacts should be considered refugees, and proposes measures for both the fight against climate
change and the management of migration.
• English sample available in shorturl.at/jquH3

Gabi Martínez & Jordi Serrallonga
By writer and traveller Gabi Martínez (Barcelona, 1971, in the photo), and
archaeologist, naturalist and explorer Jordi Serrallonga (Barcelona, 1969),
with illustrations by artist Joana Santamans (Barcelona, 1977), Invisible Animals
describes both extinct animals that we can no longer see and living ones which
are difficult to spot because of their lifestyle and the impact of humans on
them and their ecosystems.

Invisible Animals. Myth, life and extinction
Spanish/ 2021 / 256 pages /170 x 230 / Cartoné/ Travel & Science / Territory: world
Primary publisher: Nórdica Libros (Spain) / Sold: China ( Phoenix Science Press)
A journey across the globe in search of animals that hardly anybody has seen. This text
sets out facts and ideas drawn from the natural sciences in language that is accessible to
the non-specialist reader. It blends science with literature, providing an inventory of what
was and what might have been, of what could exist and what we would like to discover.
A unique and beautiful immersion in some of the enduring mysteries of our world. An
exploration of memory, the future and the possibility of believing in something that can’t
be seen.
• English full pdf available on request. See a sample here: shorturl.at/acjtJ
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Essay, Psychology & Miscellaneous

Pedro Baños

©Alberto Ortega

Pedro Baños is an army colonel and certified military strategist now serving in
a reserve capacity. He was formerly Chief of Counterintelligence and Security
for the European Armed Forces in Strasbourg. He has participated in missions
in Bosnia-Herzegovina and is one of the most highly regarded specialists in
geopolitics, strategy, defense, security, terrorism, intelligence, and international
relations. He is the author of numerous bestsellers like This is how you rule the
World or Mind Control, with total sales of more than 185,000 copies. His books
has been translated into 13 languages.

With more than 20,000 copies sold in Spain, this publication will cement his reputation among
existing readers and will also establish him with new audiences, such as the corporate world
and business schools, where the art of strategy is keenly studied.

More than 20,000 copies
sold in Spain

The Power

A Strategist Reads Machiavellis
Spain / 2022 / 368 pages / Politics, Strategy, Business / Territory: World
Primary publisher: Rosamerón

How can we gain power? How can we retain it? Niccolò
Machiavelli wrote The Prince with the rulers of his time in mind
but, as Colonel Baños reveals, Machiavelli’s ideas are applicable
to what we now talk of as “leadership”, whether in the political
or military sphere, in business or at the level of social leadership.
But are Machiavelli’s ideas still valid today? The dialogue that
Pedro Baños holds with Machiavelli across the centuries reveals
that, while power and leadership may have modified their
outward appearances, their essence remains unchanged.
And, while today’s leaders must adapt to a complex world
of social networks and algorithms, they should not forget the
insights (and the mistakes) of the most prestigious influencer
of all time: Niccolò Machiavelli.
This book expands and updates the teachings of Machiavelli, modifying them in the light
of geostrategic reality, a subject on which Pedro Baños is an expert.
• See Pedro Baños talking about the book (Spanish):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lOvfHRrFedY
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Enrique Gracián
Enrique Gracián, graduated in Mathematics from the University of Barcelona,
has a long history of teaching in various academic fields, an activity from
which he derived a clear vocation to spread science. He is also the creator of
Sangakoo method (an innovative system for the didactics of Mathematics) and
the Bourbaki project (mathematical method for the treatment of information
in business organisations). His publications include Von Neumann and Hooke’s
biographies, as well as the popular mathematical books El Infinito, un
descubrimiento sin fin and Los números primos (translated into 14 languages, and more
than 300,000 sold copies)..

A great book of pop science, written by one of the most prestigious
Spanish scientific essayists. Building the World is a surprisingly original book,
suitable for readers of almost all ages, especially for teachers and students.

Building the World
Spain / 2020 / 376 pages / Pop Science / Territory: World / Primary publisher: Arpa
Sold: Russia (Portal), China (Dook Media Group)

We have developed an amazing ability to build technological
devices that have determined our way of life. We have
developed a deep understanding of the world around us while
at the same time we have become increasingly ignorant of our
own inner nature. A crossroads from which it will be difficult
to emerge if we do not manage to establish a clear and precise
relationship between what is material and what is not.
Enrique Gracián analyses these questions from the concept
of construction, which is treated as a game with well-defined
rules in which the way of joining the pieces and the final
objective are involved.
With this starting point, together with an extraordinary scientific
dissemination work, the author manages to turn the reader
into the companion of a journey that starts with the elementary
particles, continues with the elements of the periodic table, the planets, the stars and the galaxies,
and ends in our inner world, where emotions, dreams, memory or beliefs reside.
A surprising journey in which the reader will discover that the dark matter of the universe and
our unconscious have unsuspected things in common, that our sense of loneliness responds to
a physical reality or that the gravitational fields that govern the planets have clear parallels in
our human relationships. The clearness, sharpness and clarity of the narrative makes it possible
for anyone, even without previous knowledge, to approach its reading.
• English sample available: shorturl.at/oqvwZ
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Eduardo Infante & Cristina Macía
Eduardo Infante is the author of two best-sellers, Filosofía en la calle
(Philosophy in the Street, 2019), so far published in seven countries
and used by teachers as an irreverent alternative to dry textbooks,
and No me tapes el sol (Don’t Block my Sun, 2021) a vindication of the
Cynics after 2,500 years of cancellation.
Cristina Macía has written a dozen of cookbooks and is a literary
translator.

A very atypical History of Philosophy from the point of view of Gastronomy

GastroPhilosophy

A very atypical History of Philosophy
Spain / 2022 / 304 pages / Philosophy and gastronomy / Territory: World
Primary publisher: Rosamerón

Did you know that eating beans was the worst sin for a
Pythagorean? Or that medieval Christian reasoning caused
Friars to throw a pig into a river then ‘fish’ it out a few meters
downstream, converted into a food acceptable for Lent?
This is a different book about Philosophers and their
relationship with Food. The reader will learn in a playful way
about the main Schools of Philosophy with anecdotes linking
those Schools to the Foods and the Recipes illustrative of the
ideas and the epochs.
«If the only thing the reader knew about Pythagoras concerns
angles and hypotenuses, they are in for a treat. A metaphorical
treat, of course: the philosopher and his followers had a
complicated relationship with food, consisting mainly in avoiding most things nice. They didn’t have
a very healthy relationship with sex, either. Once you start denying yourself pleasures it is hard to
stop.»
• English sample available: shorturl.at/bGRV7
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Victoria Camps
Victoria Camps is a Professor of Moral and Political Philosophy at the
Universitat Autónoma of Barcelona. She has been an independent senator
for the Socialist Party, advisor to the Audiovisual Council of Catalonia and
president of the Spanish Bioethics Committee. At present she is the president
of Fundación Víctor Grífols i Lucas. Her publications include Elogio de la
duda, Elogio de la felicidad or Virtudes públicas, among others. In 2008 she was
awarded with the Menéndez Pelayo International Prize and in 2012 she won
the National Essay Prize. She has taught at university for three decades and is
currently a member of the State Council of the Government of Spain.

More than 16,000
copies sold in Spain

Praise of Doubt

Spanish/ January 2017 / 180 pages/ Philosophy, Ethics / Territory: world
Primary publisher: Arpa Editores (Spain) /Sold: Portuguese (Ediçoes 70), Italian (Hoepli) and Chinese (Hainan)
It was Bertrand Russell who said that philosophy is an exercise of scepticism. Learning
to doubt implies distancing oneself from the given and questioning clichés and
prejudices, questioning the unquestionable. Not to simply reject it, but to examine it,
analyse it, reason about it, and finally decide. Praise of Doubt covers the changes of
doubt throughout the history of thought - Plato, Aristotle, Descartes, Spinoza, Hume,
Montaigne, Nietzsche, Wittgenstein, Russel, Rawls and a long list of men who doubted
will speak to us from its pages - and does so in a way that is reachable to a wide
audience, without giving up any of the rigour and depth of those who have taught at university for 30 years.

The Pursuit of Happiness
Spanish/ January 2019 / 176 pages/ Philosophy, Ethics / Territory: world
Primary publisher: Arpa Editores (Spain) / Sold: Portuguese (Ediçoes 70)

More than 13,000
copies sold in Spain

Asking about the nature of happiness is equivalent to questioning the meaning of our
own existence. Happiness is a search throughout one’s life; unhappiness, on the other
hand, is the abandonment of the desire to continue living. More than a goal, happiness
is a state of mind and philosophers have reflected throughout history on it. The lesson
is that happiness is indeed the greatest good, but a good that requires effort, patience,
perseverance and time. This book does not contain recipes for achieving fulfillment,
but there are plenty of reasons not to cease to the discouragement of an existence that
is paradoxical, contingent and limited, but at the same time could be rich and hopeful.
• English sample available: https://bit.ly/3yfFsue

Take care, take care of ourselves
Spanish/ January 2021 / 240 pages/ Philosophy, Ethics / Territory: world
Primary publisher: Arpa Editores (Spain)
«Take care, take care of ourselves», has been the all-pervasive maxim throughout
the containment by covid-19, and remains so as long as the threat of contagion
continues. For some time, care has been paving the way as an essential provision for
the improvement of individual and collective well-being. This value, as its promoter
Carol Gilligan said, is as essential as justice, which has remained invisible for centuries
because its natural space was that of domestic life where women ruled. Care was
always necessary, because want is an aspect of the human condition.
• Chaper Summary available in English: https://bit.ly/3EbNCI0
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Marcos Obregón
President of Nikosia, one of the reference entities in awareness and
dissemination of mental suffering, Marcos Obregón was born in Barcelona
in 1973. With a degree in Hispanic Philology, for years he has combined his
passion for dramatic interpretation with editorial work. In 2005, he suffered a
very serious psychotic break that led to multiple admissions and countless nights
in the emergency room. Three years later he is awarded absolute disability. Since
then he has dedicated himself to fighting for the dignity of people with mental
suffering, in recent years as president of the Radio Nikosia association. He is
currently studying the postgraduate course in Collective Mental Health at the
URV. His wish is to continue working to improve the conditions and rights of
people identified with a psychiatric diagnosis.

A brave, honest book that questions the diagnosis of mental illness
and its transformation into a chronic condition. Because only the acceptance of madness
as part of the human being will allow us a look of tenderness towards those considered crazy,
but above all towards ourselves.

Against Diagnosis

Dismantling mental illness
Spain / 2022 / 320 pages / Social criticism, Mental health, Testimony / Territory: World
Primary publisher: Rosamerón

A whole society seeking to calm discomfort, anxiety and unease.
Pills in the most serious cases; otherwise, self-help books or
coaches reciting a handful of formulas they have learned by
heart. And meanwhile, the symptoms continue, in silence. What
is it about madness that we are so afraid of? What lies behind it?
The author of this book went from being an editor and a
successful drama teacher to being bipolar, living a bipolar
life, receiving a bipolar disability allowance. And he was seen
and treated as bipolar; at times with mistrust, at others with
paternalism, almost always with suspicion.
Anyone who has had a serious crisis seems doomed to a sense
of desperation about the future of their mental illness, feelings
of social ineptitude, the struggle to reconcile their wishes and desires with the reality of long-term
medication. Many doctors and psychologists see only the condition, but there are exceptional
professionals who are able to see without those blinkers and recognize the individual. However,
unless you are lucky enough to be attended by one of them, it is likely that the diagnosis will be
treated as the essence. Oliver Sacks said that we are destined, “whether we wish it or not, to a life
of particularity and self-development, to make our own individual paths through life”. If we reduce
people to their condition, these individual paths are lost and are replaced by a prescription that is
absurd for millions of people. The person is replaced by a diagnosis.
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Jean-Charles Bouchoux
Juan-Charles Bouchoux is a psychoanalyst, psychotherapist and writer. For
ten years he has been training other therapists, psychoanalysts and publics
confronted with the helping relationship. He also supervises various non-profit
organisations, such as associations of help and management of guardianships
and kindergartens. He is the author of several books and lectures all over
Europe. One of the most respected international voices in the field of
treatment of narcissistic perversion.

Invisible Violence
Spanish/ January 2022/ 204 pages/ Psychology / Territory: World
Primary publisher: Arpa
Contempt, passivity, emotional blackmail, paradoxical communication,
permanent judgment... There are many forms of violence that are not
seen, but that we suffer in our daily lives. Sometimes, invisible violence
is “normal”. It is “useful”. It allows us to express frustration, for example,
but most occasions, invisible violence is “toxic”. It serves no purpose.
Worse still, it causes those who suffer it to sink into a deep sense
of vital shipwreck. After the worldwide success of The Wicked
Narcissists, Bouchoux wants to make this phenomenon visible, reveal
the psychological mechanisms that trigger it and offer us tools and
guidelines to deal with it and overcome it in our daily lives: at work
or school, at home, with our partners, etc.
More than 250,000 copies
sold in France and 20,000 in Spain

The Wicked Narcissists
Spain / 2018 / 256 pages / Psychology / Territory: World / Primary publisher: Arpa
Sold: France (Eyrolles), Russia (MIF), Romania, China and Korea.
The wicked narcissist uses the family, professional or sentimental bond
to subdue the other. They need this proximity to exert their influence
and does not allow their victim to move away from them. They are cold,
does not know guilt and does not hesitate to blame others. They can be
jealous and unfaithful. They cannot bear to be the target of criticism, but
they criticise incessantly. In order to grow, they feed on the image of their
victim: the more they despises the victim, the stronger they feel. If they
feel anguish, they quickly make the other person experience the same
emotion.
Through the description of these mechanisms and many more, we will
see how the perverse narcissist makes others carry what should be their
anger, their fears and their guilt. In other words, their own madness.
In this book, a best-seller in France and other countries, Jean-Charles Bouchoux analyses the origins of
perversion and offers solutions for victims to counteract the attempts to control and manipulate “their”
perverts.
• English sample available: shorturl.at/kMV04
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Alain Vigneau
Alain Vigneau is a clown and a therapist. Professor of Drama and Clown in
the Master of Art Therapy of the AEC / UVIC (Barcelona) and Co-founder
of the Center “Conscience and Performing Arts” of Puebla de los Ángeles
(Mexico), trained in Integrative Psychotherapy in the SAT program of Dr.
Claudio Naranjo, who was his master. Alain is of French origin but lives in
Spain and his books were written in Spanish. The author is well know in Spain,
México, France, Italy and Russia, where he has been doing his seminaries of
clown therapy since years ago with the Claudio Naranjo Foundation or other
institutions. His web: http://www.clownesencial.com/

Essential Clown. The art of laughing at yourself
Spanish/ January 2016/ 168 pages/ Therapy / Territory: world
Primary publisher: Ediciones La Llave (Spain) /Sold: Italian (Spazio Interiore)
Foreword by Claudio Naranjo. Alain Vigneau was trained by reading
the thinkers of ‘68, he is a man with an excellent humanistic and literary
training, scientific and literary knowledge. And he is a disciple of Claudio
Naranjo. This book is his therapist manual based on clown techniques
developed by him, a book where therapy meets art in a celebration
of the tragicomicity of life. The exciting manual of a famous clown
determined to heal wounds through humor.
• English sample available: shorturl.at/egot7
• Translations into Italian, French and Russian available

Clown Life. The tragicomedy of being
Spanish/ January 2020 / 260 pages/ Memoir / Territory: world
Primary publisher: Ediciones La Llave (Spain)
A wonderful autobiography that can be interesting to a very wide
audience, a fascinating example of resilience, very well written.
Terrible things happened to Alain Vignau since he was little. His mother
was murdered when he was 7 years old and was left in the care of an
unloving father. At age 10, he was sent to boarding school, from which
he ran away at 17 and became a sheepherder in a remote region of the
Pyrenees, leading a lonely life of extreme poverty for ten years. At age
27, a landslide buried his small farm and he was left with nothing. And
it was then that he decided to pursue a career as a clown, an old dream
that he had prepared for during all those lonely years, a career that
would take him around the world with his own company. Years later, after
several successful campaigns around the world taking his clown show
to places where there had been humanitarian catastrophes, he began
to collaborate with Claudio Naranjo and develop his own method of
therapy (which is explained in his first book).
• A wonderful non-fiction film about his life is available. Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GWd-bXjYAHg
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Diana Oliver
Diana Oliver (Madrid, 1981) is a journalist specializing in maternity, childhood
and health issues. He collaborates mainly with El País. She is the author of
two children’s books, Tetita (2017) and ¡Ñam! About what we eat (2020). In 2021,
he received the LactApp Communication Award for rigorously reporting on
breastfeeding. He has two children and lives in Madrid. In this book Diana
portrays the main challenges and obstacles faced by women who decide to
become mothers despite the difficulties

Precarious Maternity
Spanish/ 2022 / 208 pages/ Childhood & Feminism / Territory: world / Primary publisher: Arpa
A brilliant, lucid and explosive book about the reality of motherhood in
today’s society. the reality of motherhood in today’s society. An extraordinary
literary debut. Precariousness, tiredness, desire, freedom, loneliness,
conciliation, material conditions of life, mental health... Diana Oliver analyzes
the contradictions and difficulties that weave the difficulties that weave the
experience of being a mother in a society that despises care.

Núria Jorba
Núria Jorba is a clinical psychologist, sexologist and therapist. He runs his own
therapeutic center in Barcelona, dedicated

to couples therapy, sexual therapy
and emotional psychology. She is a professor of several master’s degrees in
Sexology and Psychology at the ISEP (Higher Institute of Psychological
Studies) and at Kuestiona, as well as a speaker at seminars and presentations.
She is the author of Gourmet Sex: Become a sexual sibarita (2013) and regularly
collaborates with several television and radio programs, magazines and
newspapers.

Imperfect and Happy Couples
Spanish/ 2022 / 272 pages / Sexuality / Territory: world / Primary publisher: Arpa
A guide to find a partner, take better care of an existing partner or simply end
a relationship in a civilized way. Sex, infidelity, romantic love, communication in
the couple, couple models, toxic relationships...The book deals with everything
that a psychologist specialized in sexuality and couple relationships would deal
with in their first work sessions. A theoretical and practical guide that presents
real cases, proposes tools and exercises, and provides guidance on how to start,
maintain or end a relationship avoiding emotional trauma.
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Isabella Lorusso
Isabella Lorusso (1967) was born in Ostuni, Apulla, and finished her studies
in Bologna with a thesis on the Spanish Civil War. She moved to Peru where
she taught Italian at the universities of Lima, Cuzco and Tumbes. She currently
lives in England. She has published La maga, Senza pelle and T/3. Storia di un
femminicidio and, in Spain, Un día sin ti, Potosí: historia de un viaje en el sur del mundo
and Voces del POUM.

A female and radical vision of the Spanish Civil War told directly by some of its protagonists.
A testimony of great historical value, very original in its approach and narrative rhythm, thanks
to the interview format. The book, through the voices of its protagonists, openly answers these
and many more questions that history texts often leave unanswered.

Fighting Women
Spain / 2019 / 248 pages / Journalism & feminism / Territory: World /
Primary publisher: Altamarea

Fighting Women is a choral book, a collection of interviews
with Spanish women who took part in the Civil War, who fought
against Franco’s regime and for the emancipation of women,
and together they achieved significant social advances such as
free and open abortion. They undertook an entire revolution,
and to do so they had to confront not only fascism, but also
their own comrades at times. Their moving memories invite us
to reflect on a struggle that belongs to another time and yet
is still relevant and necessary even today. Their voices, which
have the strength and immediacy of a direct testimony, present
the complexity of an era whose contradictions almost never
surface in historical discourse. Thanks to Isabella Lorusso’s work,
this extraordinary message of rebellion and justice is sheltered
from the voracity of oblivion and is revived for new generations
of fighting women.
• English sample available: https://bit.ly/3SJdiju
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Ivan Bofarull
Ivan Bofarull is Chief Innovation Officer from Esade. In recent years,
he has designed and taught disruptive innovation programs for companies
and entrepreneurs in Europe and Silicon Valley, in collaboration with
Singularity University. He has also been co-director for several years of the
Challenge for Business Innovation of elBullifoundation and Esade. Previously,
he was a consultant for global strategy at Georgetown University, first full time
and then as a visitor. Ivan Bofarull is a regular speaker on disruptive innovation
and the future of education, both in companies and at global events: Mobile
World Congress - 4YFN, World Open Innovation Conference, TEDx, Lego
Education, MIT Solve, DayOne Innovation Summit, among others. He has
been chosen by Forbes magazine as one of the top forty futurists in Spain.

This book explains how to transform the wave of disruptive
innovation coming from Silicon Valley into a growth opportunity for
organizations, using theoretical lessons and practical methodology.

Moonshot Thinking
Spain / 2020 / 272 pages / Business and Innovation / Territory: World
Primary publisher: Arpa

Disruption is the new normal. This should not be a headache or
a cause for panic for your company, but the impulse needed
to embark on an exciting journey of transformation. In this book,
Ivan Bofarull, Chief Innovation Officer from Esade, proposes
three key lessons to achieve it:
• Adopt a truly entrepreneurial mindset thanks to moonshot
thinking, the mental model that puts exponential improvements
(10x) before incremental improvements (+10%).
• Be an expert on disruption: understand what it really means,
what signals it gives off, how we can anticipate it, what we can
learn from the successes and failures of different companies, etc.
• Design a systematic model of disruptive innovation for your
company, the moonshot innovation, which uses moonshot thinking as a catalyst and consists of
three phases: anticipation, launch and landing.
Three key lessons that will help you anticipate, stand out from the competition and lead the
transformation.
• Chapter summary available: shorturl.at/EGIZ9
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Carole Viaene
Carole Viaene was a roller coaster for many years, without clear future work
prospects and, ironically, she found her vocation in career consulting. She tried
more than fifteen jobs, changed her degree thrice (Journalism, Education and
Human Resources) and moved from her native Belgium to Spain to find her
true calling. Currently she belongs to Careers team of the prestigious business
school Esade, where she works alongside Fortune 500 companies and future
leaders. In this book she describes herself as a “career activist”, with a focus
on health, climate change and a new regenerative circular economy. An original
and entertaining read, with practical exercises that appeal to introspection and
inspiring testimonies from students, entrepreneurs and executives.

«It is time to reinvent everything, and in particular our work.
As someone without a formal career, I feel ill-prepared to advise,
but I usually say: “Find something you like and give it everything
you have to offer.” It worked for me. But now, luckily,
when anyone is looking for advice I can point Carole Viaene!»
John Elkington, founder of Volans
«There is a new wave and Carole Viaene is leading it. Her speech is full
of hope for a future in which our work does not exhaust us, but rather
replenishes us and contributes to our entire social ecosystem.»
Marnie McLain, operation strategist in Google

My Ideal Job and how to Find it
Spain / 2020 / 216 pages / Business and Self-Help / Territory: World /
Primary publisher: Arpa

The world is experiencing a full transformation towards a more
sustainable, blue, green, circular and inclusive model, including
our work and our professional career. In this new scene the
ideal job has changed. Obtaining lots of power and money in a
very short term is no longer a priority, whereas matters such as
identity, our desires, self-care, and positive impact on the world
are gaining importance.
This book is the perfect guide to search and find a great job
today, to improve your current professional position, and to
think about your career in the long term. For this, the author
offers us her experience as an elite coach: real testimonies of
students, executives and entrepreneurs and, above all, a lot of
reflections, exercises and tools to help us define our own path.
• See video of Carole talking in English about the book: https://bit.ly/3ROIugh
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